
 
Z-350 Fazer 

Z-350 Small Kido with Great Wisdom! 
 

Z-350 Fazer is one of the most new products of Antari with the 
world highest CP value great quality fog machine! 
 

The entire machine is light with streamline design and easy to 
carry yet with powerful output that might drop your jaws! 

Special design for the pipe to triplet the heater life cycle if use 
exclusively Antari FLG heavy fog liquid. 

Synchronically with high-end models to adjust the fan output and 
adapted Air Pump to ensure the fog output is dryer and prettier 
for the benefits of special effects! 

Equipped with smart electricity saving mode to start the heating 
process automatically when connected with DMX, while the DMX 
signal stopped, the machine will also start the automatic cleaning 
process then getting into “sleep” mode upon completion of 
automatic cleaning cycle.  

Low fluid consumption goes with the 1.3 liter tank, can be non-stop 
continuously working for 7 hours under the 100% total output mode. 

Two options to stand alone or stack up with multiple machines all 
quietly produces dry and clean fog to generate vibrant and 
spectacular beams! 

 

 Input voltage US model: AC100-120V, 50/60Hz 6.3A 
EU model: AC220-240V, 50/60Hz 3.15A 

Rated power 730W 
Warm-up time 4.5 minutes (approx.) 
Fluid consumption 3 ml/min 
Fluid tank capacity 1.3 L (0.34 gallon) 
Compatible fluid Antari FLG Heavy Fog Fluid 
Operating time 7 hrs at max. output 
Ambient temp. range 0℃-40℃ (32℉-104℉) 

Control DMX512, Manual 
DMX channels 2 channels 
Connection IEC (Power) 

XLR 3-pin (DMX) 
Optional accessories Z-3 Cable Remote 

FZ-350 Flight Case 
Dimension L320 W153 H391 mm 

(L12.60 W6.02 H15.39 inch) 
Weight 8.5 KG (18.74 lbs) 

Specification 
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1. Equipped with Air Pump to ensure fog very high 

quality and dry  

2. Automatic pipe cleaning function to prolong 

the heating pipe life cycle 

3. Special pipe design makes the heater less clogging 

4. Low liquid consumption, maximize the continuously 

working 7 hours with 100% output working 

5. Electricity saving “Sleeping” mode is available 

6. Linear adjustable fan from 20% to 100% output 

7. Stand alone or lay flat to stack up multiple 

machines options 

 


